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In [41, Ky Fan proved the following result.
THEOREM I. Let C be a Ilollempty. compact com'ex subset of a Ilormed

lillear space x, For allY cOlltilluous jimctioll f: C --; ~r, (here exisls a .I' ill C
such that

1.1'- fer)! = d(/(.v). C).

There have appeared several extensions and applications of this theorem.
For example, it has been applicd to the proof of Schauder's fixed point
theorem. The aim of this note is to give a result related to the above with
applications to fixed point theory in Hilbert space.

Let X be a normed linear space and C anonempty subset of X. For x E: X,

define

d(x.C)= inf Ilx .vIi
YC('

and

Pc(x) = 1.1' E::: C Ilx - .1'1 = d(x, C) I·

The set-valued map, Pc(x), is called the metric projection on C. In the case
when C is a Chebyshev set. Pc(x) is a point-map X ---> C called a proximity
map.

If the compact set is replaced by a closed unit ball then Theorem I is no
longer valid even in a Hilbert space. To see this consider the Hilbert space /1
with unit ball B centred at the origin with f: B --> B defined by

f(x) = (VT ::::!f.\'11 1
• Xl' Xl ..... x n •• .. )·
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Then / is continuous with 11/11= 1. If there exists .1' E B with y - /(y)!1 =
d(f( .1'), B) then / has a fixed point. But it is easy to see that / is fixed point

free.
S. Reich (in 171) extended the result in the following form.

THEOREM 2. Let C be a closed, convex subset 0/ a Banach space X
having the Oshman property. For any continuous/unctionf: C --> X with/(C)
relatively compact, there exists a .I' in C such that

!I y - /(.1')11 = d(f(y), C).

E. V. Oshman (in 161l has characterized those reflexive Banach spaces in
which the metric projection on every closed, convex subset is upper semicon
tinuous. Theorem 2 above was used to get Schauder's fixed point theorem of
the second form as an easy corollary.

Recently in 151 Lin gave the following version of the result for densifying
maps.

THEOREM 3. Let B r be the closed ball (about the origin) with radius r in
a Banach space X. Iff: B r --> X is a continuous, densifying map, then there
exists a .1' in B r such that

11.1' -- /(y)!1 = d(f(y), B r )·

We need the following preliminary definitions and results. Let C be a
convex subset of a Hilbert space H. The point b E C is the nearest point to
a E C if and only if (x - b, b - a) >0 for all x E C. If, additionally. C is
closed, then Pc(x). the proximity map, is nonexpansive. That is,

IIPc(x) - Pc(y)11 ~ Ilx - .I'll

For details of the above see 131.

for all x, y E Ii.

THEOREM 4. Let B be a closed, bounded convex subset 0/ a Hilbert
space H with f: B --> B nonexpansive. Then / has a fixed point.

For the above result see II I.
We prove the following result.

THEOREM 5. Let C be a closed, convex subset 0/ a Hilbert space Hand
/: C --> H nonexpansive with /(C) bounded. Then there exists a .I' in C such
that

II Y - /(Y)II = d(f(y), C).
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Proof Let P: H ---> C be the proximity map. Then since both P and fare
nonexpansive the map Pf: c~. C is nonexpansive. Let B represent the convex
closure of Pf( C). Now. Pf( C) is bounded since f(C) is bounded. Hence, by
Theorem 4. the map Pf: B -+ B has a fixed point .I' E B. Therefore,

.1' I(y)ii c= PI(y) I(y)i!··=·d(j(.l).C).

This completes the proof.

COROLLARY OF THEOREM 5. ~(C is a closed. bounded. ('()nl"e.\" sllhsel (1/

a lIilbert space II and f: C .. II is 11Onexpansil'e, then therc cxists a I' in C
such Ihal

I' I(y)1 d(/(.I'), C),

As an application of Theorem 5. we give a short proof of the following
result of Schoneberg (see 181).

THEOREM 6. Let II be a lIilberl space and C a closed, hounded. come.\"
subset of II. Let f: C ... H be a nonexpansil'e map such that for each x on Ihe
boundar\" (~j" C.

'i/(x)···YI ~Ix Yi for some Y in C.

Then I has a jlxed point,

Proof By the Corollary to Theorem 5, there is a YII in C such that

If I(.I'o) E: C then, clearly. IU'II) = .1'0 and we are finished, So suppose
I(YII) it. C. In this case, PIero) E C and, by definition, .1'11) lYU'o)i
d(j(yo)' C). But this implies that Pf(YII)=ro since the nearest point is
uniljue. Furthermore. by hypothesis. there is a .1' in C such that
lifero) - yll < liyo .~. yll· It suffices to show Y= YII' But if this is not the
case, then we have II YII - f( .I'll )11 < Ilf( Yo) -~ yli < Ii YII- .I' This implies that
there IS a point .1'1'= ay + (I ~. a).I'(] with 0 < 1 a .; I for which

Ii .1'1 I(YIlli' < Yo ICro)j. This is a contradiction. Hence Yo = ,t', This
completes the proof.

The following result of Browder and Petryshyn (see 121) also follows
easily from Theorem 5.

THEOREM 7, Let II he a Iii/bert space and C a closed. hounded, conn'\'
subset oj" if, [,I'I f: C .• if he nOllexpansil'e and assume .Ii)/" allY u on (he
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boundary of C with II = Pf(u) that is a fixed point off Then f has a jixed
point.

Proof By the Corollary to Theorem 5, there is a Yo in C such that
il.\'o -- f(Yo}/i = d(f(yo}' C}. If f(yo} E C then, clearlyJ(yo} = yo. Otherwise.
Pf(yo} E C and Ilf(,l'o}- Pf(Yo}11 = d(f(yo)' C). Hence Pf()'o} = Yo since the
nearest point is unique. If Yo is on the boundary, then f(yo) = Yo by
hypothesis. OtherwiseJ(yo} is in C in which case Yo = Pf(yo) = f( l'oJ.

That Theorem 5 may yield a result when Browder's Theorem (Theorem 4)
does not apply is seen by the following example.

Let C = 10.00) and define f: C --+ R by f(x) = 1/( I + x}. Then f is nonex
pansive with fCC} bounded. Using Theorem 5. it is easily seen that / has a
fixed point which is (vl5 - I )/2.

The following result follows easily from the Corollary to Theorem 5.

THEOREM 8. Let B r be the closed ball of radius r and centre 0 in the
Hilbert space H. Let f: B r --+ H be a nonexpansiL'e map with the property that

ifI(x) = ax for some x 011 the boundary 0/ B I then a ~ I.

Then / has a .fixed point.

Proof By the Corollary of Theorem 5, there exists a Yo E B , such that
l!yo-f(yo}ll=d(f(yo).B r }. If/(yo}EB r we are done. so suppose that

IlfUo )11 > r. By convexity. .1'" is on the boundary of B,and I( Yo} =eo ayo for
some u > O. This gives

iluyo!,
u=--=

l'o! 1

Ii/LI'o)!
.1'01

r
'> .. = I.

r

But this is a contradiction since. by hypothesis. u ~ I.
This completes the proof.
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